Preserve data across a myriad of platforms with one click

Archiving and Preservation Data Sheet
Preserving and archiving data becomes exponentially more difficult as
data is distributed across the hundreds of applications that exist
throughout a corporate ecosystem. Onna allows you to centralize
preservation throughout your enterprise data using one interface.

Prior to Onna, companies had to work individually across each source
to preserve information. Additionally, new media sources like Slack and
Conﬂuence do not offer easy options to archive data. Because of these
limitations, administrators often have to archive on individual systems.

Because numerous information platforms exist within an organization,
preserving and archiving has become even more challenging to
manage. There are email accounts, ﬁle storage repositories, project
management systems, intranets, and chat platforms that have to be
considered.

By connecting to the most commonly-used enterprise sources, Onna
allows data from multiple sources to be preserved from one interface.
Organizations can select accounts to be preserved and create a
steadily syncing archive. Even if users delete or modify ﬁles in the
source systems, Onna will maintain an original, defensible copy.

Central Point of Access

Defensible Collections

New Media Capability

Preserve across multiple
repositories through one
platform with a similar user
experience across all types of
enterprise accounts.

Onna automatically collects all
metadata ﬁelds and relevant
data from the original source
and keeps a defensible copy to
avoid spoliation, even if users
alter or delete the original ﬁle.

Onna specializes in iarchiving
from new media sources such
as Slack, Conﬂuence, JIRA, and
Zendesk.

Intuitive and Advanced Search
Leverage real-time and robust advanced search across your enterprise data.
Onna OCRs all data and performs image entity recognition
and speech to text recognition for video and audio ﬁles.

Versioning

Real-time Data Availability

Archive

Save different versions of wikis
and shared document repositories, even if the original data
source does not maintain
version history.

Even if an employee switches
positions, moves offices, or
leaves the company, their data
will always be retained once it
has been synced with Onna.

Onna creates a continuously
syncing archive of relevant data.

Ready to Export

Collaboration and Sharing

Export native ﬁle productions with a DAT ﬁle (eDiscovery
format) to continue your review in all major platforms.

Share your search results with your attorneys or your
internal team through Workspaces for easy collaboration
and day-to-day legal hold management.

Audit Logs

Smart Alerts

Onna maintains a comprehensive audit trial of preservation
activities, so you can have a defensible process at all times.

Set up smart alerts to remind you of important dates or
notify you when important clauses are found across your
enterprise data.

Beneﬁts
One Preservation Tool

Reduce Costs and Save Time

With Onna, there is no need to purchase multiple tools or spend
extra time preserving data across multiple platforms. Onna
centralizes the preservation and archiving process across your
enterprise platforms.

Greatly reduce costs and time spent on discovery requests by
having an indexed repository of your enterprise data that is
always ready to be searched.

Central Repository

Minimize risks

Maintain a centralized repository of your enterprise data,
categorized and classiﬁed using our machine learning and AI
technologies.

Control who you share relevant data with and limit handoffs
between service providers and outside counsel.
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